Understanding “Time” & deeper insight into the meaning of the 9th Wave Frequency – 16th June 2015
Please note, because the cycle of time are so to speak not set in stone after the completion of the 9 levels on 28 October 2011, a
lot of what I share is my intuitive approach regarding the continuing 9 level Mayan calendar. However, it to me is very important
to be true to the sacred understandings of the cycles in how they align and what they are saying and how they have weaved
together and continue to weave together in there various sized multi-layered resonances of time that make up our
multidimensional consciousness we are birthing by, that the divine creative forces of the cosmos are in tune with.
What the 9 by 9 = 18 days Universal Frequency cycle could be seen as aligning to in its continuation is a 234 day cycle of 13 x
18 days. This aligns to a continuation of the 9th wave that is the same size as the top level of the Mayan 9 level pyramid of time.
Because the 260 days does not fit into the top level of 234 days it has caused us to wonder why this happened. I think this shows
us that we may not need to understand everything, certain things need to be left to the mystery. However, to me the reason is
because we are transcending the 9 levels and shifting into a new time that the "Cosmic Lords of Divine Time" are pulling us
forwards with, in a fully evolved 18 day rhythm that is tuning all consciousness into a very high Universal Frequency, in a wave
like motion, like in life we live every Night and Day. Every 18 days we live a Night time, Dreaming and weaving from the void
and soil of Great Mysteries garden and we receive nourishment, to then in the following 18 days live out our Dream and create
our world with our consciousnesses resources. This is a subtle subconscious unfolding that we might not be aware of but only
feel consciously when looking at how all the cycles relate to this, because all the various sizes cycles have Night and Day time
phases. The under currents are felt in these underlying cycles that are so to speak all under the surface of the 18 days. Like how
the 234 days cycle flows with this, then the 13 day Trecena, the 20 day Uinal and 260 days Tzolkin and the 360 day Tun and the
bigger cycles in a large Tzolkin of 260 x 18 days. There is no doubt that all the cycles continue after building the 9 levels as a
timeless holographic field of resonance that now supports everything only if it is in its truth, this is the Divine Plan, and now we
live through 13 on all levels, with the prime cycle of 18 days that is the 9th Universal Wave Frequency of the Divine Source, see
graphics for more under Daykeeping. It is when let go and accept, that we weave through 13 on all levels and we attract the
highest frequency of the 18 day Universal 9th Wave.
Understanding TIME
Mechanical time keeps us trapped in the physical world that is dependent on you. Only looking at solar year cycles that is
reflected in the movement of the Earth going around the Sun keeps us pinned down to the physical too and stops us from looking
further into the Universe. The Mayan Calendar transcends all physical. Time is the movement of “substance” through space. We
are Time, both individually and collectively. Art is Time. Time continually moves and changes by a process called evolution. We
are evolving, never to be the same as what we were. The ether’s cycles naturally circulate everything to be able to move life
forwards, our consciousness is reaching ever new heights of self awareness. Change happens through inevitable transformations
of life, death and rebirth. We are at the TIME of resurrection. The understanding of this is what the Mayan calendar aligns our
consciousness to. The 9 level Mayan calendar pyramid is built on a purposeful perspective of Time, by looking at Time as a
shifting of consciousness through transmutation and alchemy. It is built on the understanding of Times movement through space
that we are ever transformed by. Evolutions movement is the growth of Time that built the structure of the 9 level Mayan
Calendar to completion that does not end, but merely continues into a new cycle that aligns consciousness to the universal
frequency of Great Mystery. The stage is now established for us as the pinnacle of Time to act out the original plan of Oneness
and start to realize how to create Heaven on Earth. This is our Prime responsibility. The 9th Wave Universal Frequency of Time
is what has set the stage to its highest platform, this frequency is tuning our consciousness to be in truth unto itself, this is why
the world is in chaos, because human consciousness for the most part has up until recently been able to live a convenient lie.
Ignorance is not bliss. The recent shift has turned everything upside down where for the most part we can not live a convenient
lie anymore, we are forced into living in truth and transparently so. The completion of the Ancient 9 Level Mayan calendar has
sacredly brought about the 9th Wave Universal Frequency that is in resonance to an 18 day rhythm to Creation. The Universal
Frequency of Time is the continuing 9th Wave that started on 9th March 2011, when soon after one of the biggest Tzunami ever
recorded, took place in the ocean off Japan, this was a sign of how fragile we are. As I write this it is today 16th June 2015 “2LamatRabbit” and we are in an 18 day cycle called the 44th Universal Day that is from the 4th to 21st June 2015, have a look at
the “Universal Frequency Date” on home page for more clarity or the day keeping under “Articles and Day Keeping”.
Nothing is set in "Stone" as to how to interpret the continuing cycles of the SACRED Mayan calendar or what will happen after
the completion of the Mayan calendar, this to me means that we have our destiny in our hands. All we know is that Bolon Yookte
has manifested as the 9 Cosmic “Lords of Time" that rule over all life. It is important to understand that because each level has
completed its cycles through the 13 Heavens as 7 Days(Light) and 6 Nights(Dark), only now that the Mayan calendar is complete
can these "Lords of Divine Time" do the original work of bringing this world into a good truthful resonance with itself. So to me
this means we are living through the number 13 on all 9 levels, which aligns to having to live through all our needed processes of
growth from 1 to 13, and not avoiding the processes because the completing the process brings you full circle, thus enabling you
to weave into a future that lives in support of the Universe. This to me means that as we go through our processes we will go
through a lot of karmic cleansing over the times to come, how long it will take to heal our karma and live in Peace on Earth, is up
to us. We need to implement sacred spiritual practices with our Divine "within" that will help us through what we need to cleanse
our spirit with, so as to fly with the freedom of a clear conscience. The "Cosmic Shift of Time" is allowing for one to trust to let

go of all we are try to hold on to, we are being supported if we are in our truth, we can trust ourselves with this. By doing this we
will go through our unresolved issues by a process that will bring healing to our spirit. We must feel the pain. Aligning to the
consciousness of the 9th Wave Universal Frequency could help our healing road. The shifts that we feel in our lives are
happening in resonance to a Divine Cosmic Wave of Consciousness that is fully One with the "Infinite Universe" and emanating
to the Hearts frequency. This is in tune with Bolon Yookte. It can be understood that these cosmic waves are within us, they are
from the Light of the future and from the Light of the ancient, which we are a manifestation of. However, these waves are
"Timeless", yet as Divine Cosmic Forces of life, they create everything through motion and movement, this then gives us a
perception of "Time". TIME is the growth of the Cosmic Tree of Life that we are divinely evolving by and we see as a mirror of
what is “within” us. For Humanities Cosmic Tree of Life to continue to grow, we need to include our primordial roots which are
the First Nations people of Mother Earth, in the San Bushmen, Maya, Native American, Aboriginal and all Earth's first people's
of the Spirit of Mother Earths Land, who are part of our collective mirror. In this way the Cosmic Tree of Life can produce Seeds
that are all inclusive and a true reflection of Great Mystery, by this SEED a new Tree is Growing that understands how to bring
about PEACE and the importance of this. Like when you look into a mirror you see your reflection that is a manifestation of you
"within". The future we arrive at will be determined by our participation with the truth of what we feel "within". Walking our
truth will bring our consciousness to transcend with ease, otherwise we could attract dis-ease and delay our growth to new higher
states of awareness.
The Divine Plan of evolution is allowing for The Universal Frequency to emit a signal from the depths of our deep subconscious,
when we open our Hearts to receive this sacred transmission of Great Mysteries truth, we as humanity align ourselves to a wave
of Divine energy of the highest vibration that is lifting the veils we were blindfolded by. The lower levels of the Mayan calendar
that we are all born into are the old waves that could be seen as dissipating, having completed there service to Creations purpose.
This lower denseness may be why we feel our life as a tug of war between the higher and the lower frequencies. The lower levels
could be seen as dense, heavy and codependent because they have not allowed themselves to be let go of and have not yet fully
evolved, this is partly within us. This is what we can choose to let go to. With integrity we can choose to let go to the mirror of
"ourselves" with full trust that all is changing beyond our control and for the greater good. The Universal Frequency is of LOVE
and only conditional to your truth, this very high frequency has our best interest at Heart, the frequency is real and of influence to
life in every moment, the mind can not keep up with what the frequency of the heart is evolving by, so the answer lies within our
ancient/future Timeless Heart that we are returning to be one with. By tapping into the ancient primal memory of our Heart, we
can reclaim those lost parts of ourselves, by this we reclaim of lost SOUL and stand in our power and say no to the distorted
systems of the lower levels. However, this brings one to realize that all that has happened in the build up to the top of the pyramid
of time has now come to the surface, so to speak, this means we are feeling all the collective unresolved issues resonate through
us from the collective subconscious, this is Divinely for the greater good so as to become ever more at the effect of our conscious
lives today, so we can then deal with “it”. We can not give excuses not to be responsible. However, for the most part we as a
collective human species are conveniently unconscious to the truth. This is the greatest paradox that through our inner resistance
is serving to cause the friction that Divinely will allow for our consciousness to rise, like hot air rises, we will rise into the ethers
of the Universe and as Star Seeds we will birth as Cosmic Humans of the Divine. Like the Phoenix Rising from the Ashes, we are
the last remaining embers of the Fire.
The LIGHT of the 9th Wave Universal Frequency will allow for us to trust to let go to what we depend on. By this example we
attract those that are "dependent" to trust to let go to what they depend on. By being independent we resonate to the higher
vibrational UNIVERSAL Waves of the Divine, here we can only depend on our own hearts truth, that is one with all hearts of the
Universe, which is of the Ancient/Future Light of the Divine Universal Source, that is the support that comes from “within” all.
By the "UNIVERSAL FREQUENCY" we are tuning our heart to be true to itself but in so doing we don't always stay tuned "in"
because as humans we fall behind with what the frequency is evolving by. This is why it can be important to be conscious of the
consciousness of the 18 day Universal Frequency. To stay tuned in we need to do inward meditation work and clear our thoughts
of all the physical attachments we by into. To stay tuned “in” we need to let go of the egos wants and rather because of our sacred
intentions, trust to allow life to want us, this is a selfless way that allows for the Divine to guide us and flow through us. We have
subconsciously chosen to be here to hold the Light of responsibility and by consciously aligning to our truth we will find it easier
to surf with the waves of the Divine, in sacred service and support of the Hearts Light. This is the work of the ones that
understand how to BE this, so as to be the example of "Cosmic Love" and raise the vibrations of awareness for ourselves and all
consciousness. This is being the change that we are seeking in this world. As warriors of love and light we are the RAINBOW
WARRIORS birthing as Cosmic Humans and are meeting our Cosmic family of Light, that is felt and seen in the
multidimensional frequencies of the Heart, by looking within. The weaving of the Ancient 260 day Tzolkin and the Ancient 360
day Tun Mayan calendar cycles has built the 9 levels of the Mayan calendar to completion to the top of the pyramid of Time,
however, now everything continues and all levels move into the 7th Night from 29th October 2011, we have entered into an
alignment with the Primordial Dream that started the original intention of our Light Within, with the “Big Bang” some 16 Billion
Tun or 16.4 Billion years ago. We are spirit living a physical experience in a sacred Light Body. We have come full circle
through a great cycle of gestation understood in the 9 levels and we are moving and evolving through the birth canal and giving
birth to a “New Earth” that will not tolerate our abusiveness. Through studying the time cycles of the Sacred Mayan calendar's 9
Level pyramid we can better understand Creation's Divine Cosmic Tree of Life. This understanding is depicted in art form by the
Ancestors of the Maya as a message for us now.

Dr Calleman's article about the 9th wave continuing into the 7th Night, written on 18th
November2011.http://www.calleman.com/content/articles/The9thWaveContinues.html
In gratitude to the light for the sacred support and Divine guidance, with permission and respect to all life, as we are learning to
trust ourselves, we ask for forgiveness. THANK YOU.
With Love,
Sean Caulfield
www.seancaulfield.com
seanacaul@gmail.com

